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NEW 130' SPIRIT OF TRADITION SLOOP

S&S in ProBoat: "Olin Stephens's Last Design"

A re-design of an S&S classic from 1935, this project was a collaboration between the late Olin J. Stephens II and S&S. Traditional construction and modern performance combine to create the ideal yacht for the true yachting connoisseur.

Check out the June/July issue of Professional Boathullder for a Design Brief on Nymph.

S&S in Yachting

Yachting magazine ran a feature article about Sparkman & Stephens in it's May issue, entitled "Carrying the Torch."

The article focuses on the
With sleek, refined contours and a traditional finish, the team at Sparkman & Stephens has developed a new 130' Spirit of Tradition Sloop for an experienced yachtsman. A modern light displacement hull form, combined with advanced sail handling and mechanical systems make this new design truly state of the art. Although advanced in almost every aspect, elegant styling evokes traditional sentiments with aesthetically pleasing shapes and classic Sparkman & Stephens detailing.

PRINCIPAL CHARACTERISTICS:

- Length Overall: 130'-0" 39.64m
- Length Waterline: 110'-0" 33.50m
- Beam: 24'-8" 7.50m
- Draft: 13'-6" 4.10m
- Sail Area: 4800sq.ft. 445sq.m.
- Displacement: 265,000lbs 120 MT
- Naval Architect: Sparkman & Stephens
- Interior Design: Sparkman & Stephens

S&S AND BURGER BOAT TEAM UP

past and present of the design department, and how the current design team will carry on the legacy of Olin Stephens. Check out the S&S team in Yachting!
Sparkman & Stephens has developed a series of three new aluminum motorsailers ranging from 90' to 150' for Burger Boat Company. These vessels draw from years of experience and will feature the latest in design and construction technology and innovation.

Environmental consciousness and diesel prices are a constant concern for owners of large yachts, so motorsailer with tremendous range has a great appeal in today's economic and political climate. Fuel efficient and environmentally friendly systems have been incorporated from the earliest design stages of this exciting new line.

**SEA SPIRIT PASSAGEMAKER 60**

S&S design 2719, Sea Spirit Yachts' Passagemaker 60, made its debut in the boat show circuit in 2008 and won a number of prestigious awards, including "Best New Powerboat in Show" at the Newport International Boat Show. Now Hull #3 is getting ready to hit the water this Spring. For more information on the Passagemaker Series, contact one of the S&S Brokerage offices in New York, Fort Lauderdale, and Newport, RI, or visit [www.seaspirityachts.com](http://www.seaspirityachts.com).

**NAZENIN V LAUNCHED IN MAY 2009**

Design 2725, a 52-meter World Cruising Ketch has been launched at RMK Marine in Turkey. This design is a blend of "Classic S&S" with its trademark sheer, graceful overhangs, traditional transom and teak trim and "Contemporary" with a raised pilothouse, large flybridge and clean superstructure lines. Sea trials are scheduled for June 2009.

**S&S DESIGN: ON THE BOARDS**

68' Classic Commuter
This modern version of S&S Design 145, Phoenix, is a revival of one of the most beautiful commuter yachts built in the 1930's. This 68' Commuter has a large owner stateroom aft, captain/guest stateroom forward, large wrap-around galley, day head with shower, and spacious full beam main salon with seating for ten or more. On deck, Phoenix II has an outdoor seating area, tanning bed, as well as an airy pilothouse with L-shaped settee and bar.

40m "Retro" Flybridge Motoryacht

A new 130ft (40m) Motoryacht from the Sparkman & Stephens design team utilizes retro-inspired exterior styling with state of the art construction techniques. A rugged, seaworthy hull shape with advanced maneuvering systems makes any voyage comfortable. The interior is appointed to megayacht standards with a layout that has been carefully planned with shrewd attention to detail. Four level living includes Sun Deck, Sky Lounge, Main Deck with magnificent full-beam master stateroom offering panoramic views, and Lower Accommodations for eight guests.

152' Expedition Motoryacht

A long ranging ocean-going vessel, this yacht will take the Owner and his guests anywhere in the world, in total luxury. Safety, comfort and seakeeping were key priorities during the development of this yacht.
Equipped with state of the art electronics, business and personal e-communications can take place from even the most remote locations.

---

**WIN AN S&S BALL CAP!**

Due to the tremendous success of our last "S&S Giveaway," we are continuing the tradition and giving away a Sparkman & Stephens ball cap! Click on the link below to join the Spring 2009 Giveaway:

JOIN SPRING 2009 S&S GIVEAWAY

---
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